We invented super-line. Now we made it even better.

Made from the same material that stops bullets and protects our military, Spectra® HT is the strongest fishing line material on the market. Spectra HT is based on more than a decade of research and innovation in fiber technology. These developments make for a braided fishing line that provides unmatched strength, along with the durability and sensitivity anglers expect from Spectra-based line.
Spectra® HT fiber is 25% stronger than other UHMWPE materials of the same diameter. This allows you to re-imagine traditional braid constructions for all-new levels of strength and size.

Transform your super-line offerings with this premium material. The additional strength of Spectra HT allows you to produce braids that are up to 30% smaller than those made with UHMWPE materials of comparable strength. Spectra HT enables additional reel capacity, improved casting and lower visibility under water. All this gives you the opportunity to imagine entirely new products.
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